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On March 13, 1697, Spanish troops from Yucatán attacked and occupied Nojpeten, the capital
of the Maya humans often called Itzas, the population of the final unconquered local New global
kingdom. This political and formality center—located on a small island in a The Conquest of the
Last Maya Kingdom lake within the tropical forests of northern Guatemala—was densely lined
with temples, royal palaces, and thatched houses, and its trap represented a decisive second
within the ultimate bankruptcy of the Spanish conquest of the Mayas.The trap of Nojpeten
climaxed greater than years of practise by way of the Spaniards, after efforts by means of the
army forces and Franciscan missionaries to barter a relaxed quit with the Itzas have been
rejected via the Itza ruling council and its ruler Ajaw Kan Ek’. The conquest, faraway from being
final, initiated years of persisted fight among Yucatecan and Guatemalan Spaniards and local
Maya teams for keep watch over over the encircling forests. regardless of protracted resistance
from the local inhabitants, hundreds of thousands of them have been compelled to maneuver
into venture towns, notwithstanding in 1704 the The Conquest of the Last Maya Kingdom
Mayas staged an abortive and bloody uprising that threatened to recapture Nojpeten from the
Spaniards.The first whole account of the conquest of the Itzas to seem considering 1701, this
ebook information the layers of political intrigue and motion that characterised each point of the
conquest and its aftermath. the writer seriously reexamines the wide documentation left via the
Spaniards, proposing a lot new details on Maya political and social association and Spanish
army and diplomatic strategy.This isn't just the most specified stories of any Spanish conquest
within the Americas but additionally some of the most complete reconstructions of an self reliant
Maya country within the background of Maya studies. In proposing the tale of the Itzas, the
writer additionally unearths a lot approximately neighboring lowland Maya teams with whom the
Itzas interacted, frequently violently.
Jones bargains us a glance at Colonial New Spain during the occasions of the The Conquest of
the Last Maya Kingdom conquest of the Itza Maya in 1697. Jones digs in the course of the
occasions that lead up to, during, and following the conquest with an plentiful and ambitious
record of basic and secondary sources. Jones makes use of his e-book as The Conquest of the
Last Maya Kingdom a bridge to meld ethnographic The Conquest of the Last Maya Kingdom
bills with The Conquest of the Last Maya Kingdom archaeological proof not to basically make
clear the pre-Columbian Maya, but additionally to raised comprehend the Itza on the time of
conquest. it's a strangely perception and exciting learn that usually is going disregarded via
scholars, yet valuable by way of the few who do learn it.
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